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Let PB/K,p : GK 
the Galois action on the curve E over a number field R.'. Serre 
showed that PE/ K,p has an open if E has no complex The author showed 
have a uniform lower bound when vve fix K, p and vary E. In this paper, 
we associated to abelian 
§ L Introduction 
Let !,; be a field of characteristic 0, and let = Gal(k/k) be the absolute Galois 
group of k where k is an algebraic closure k. Let p be a number. For an elliptic 
curve E over k, let be the Tate module of E, and let 
be the representation determined 
we mean a finite extension of Q. 
We recall a famous theorem 
Theormn LL 
over K without complex 
is open in G L2 ( Zp) i.e. theTe exists a 
thatpE/K,p(Gr;) =::2 l+p71 M2(Zp)· 
The author showed that the 
the action of on TpE. By a number :field 
and E be an 
p. Then the 
n 
has a uniform lower bound. 
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Theorem 1,2, {[A}, Theorem 1. Let PC be n Tl/lunber field and p be a pr·irne. 
Then there exists a nnr;1.1~1.11P integer n depending on p and K 
For any elliptic cttTVe E over K without "n'm''""'"' multiplicat·ion, 
1 -+-
Remark L3. ,. 'd'" '(E) escnna·ce 11 J · 
The author to give a shnilar result in a dimensional case. In this paper, 
we treat so-called surfaces. will give the main in Theorem 2.3 
and Theorem 5.1. 
I would like to thank Professor F. lVIomose and Doctor T. ~{amauchi for suggesting 
this to me. I vvould like to thank T. Saito for a.dvice and comments. 
I would also like to thank the referee for comments and suggestions. This work ,,vas 
by 21st COE Program in The of Tokyo, A Base 
for New Developments of Ivfathem.atics into Science and Technology. 
theorem 
T c Q 1 , d " , ' ., ;n- .1. ' ·1 ,.l' i r}) b Ll 
.Lie·" . oe an 1n e11n1oe over ~~. ,et "' = ulSC\•~~ e L 1e 
"""·'·u'·"'''"' of We know that d is the n•·nnmr·r of an even number of primes 1 and 
d > L Choose a maximal order R of R is up to conjugation 
For a := R ®z If p does not divide d, fix an 
Rp 9! 
Definition 2.L , p.591) Let 5' be a scheme over Q. A QM-abelian 
surface R) over S is a i) '1Nhere A is an abelian surface over ,(:] (i.e. A is an 
abelian scheme over reli;,t(ve dimension 2), and i : R <-+ Ends is an 
homomorphism 1 to We say two QM-a.belian surfaces i), (A1,n 
if there is an A 9! A 1 of abelian schen1es over S and 
the • ..w"'IS"-""'a is commutative: 
R ~ Ends(A'), 
where the right vertical map is induced the isomorphism A 9! A1 • 
Let k be a field of characteristic 0. It is known that a QM-abelian surface (A, i) 
which looks like that of 
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an curve ([OJ, §1). By this reason, a 
elliptic curve or a false elliptic curve. 
(2.1) 
Let i) be a surface over k. Suppose the following: 
i: R ~ ---> 
16'7 
Note that the condition 
elliptic curves. Take a 
in the case of 
d. Then the p-adic Tate rnodule ~vA of A. 
is a free 
The first isomorphism is not canonical, and the second is from 
Rp 9=! (Zp) fixed above. Let 
be the reduction of modulo Note that the determinant 
det 
is the p-adic character. 
The representation has an open just as in the case of an 
curve. 
Theorem. 2,2. 
abelian over K 
n :;21+ 
We will show the that the representation 
a uniform lower bound. This is one the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 2.3. Let K be and p be a prime not 11.''"''1'111'.'1.'11..11 
theTe exists a positive n and 1~ the 
any Qkf-abelian suTface (A, i) 




be surfaces over k. Take a field extension k1 jk. We 
say 
(A' Xspec(ho) 
1 I ' h. . c h . b 'A Q . ( 7 /') •' l are r,; -lSomorp IC 11 t e1r ,ase '-'U·''"·'F'>''"' ~ X Spec(k) ,:Jpec 1\5 , z) ana 
i') are Note that the last "i" 
canonical E d 
-----+ 'Jll k' >< Spec(k) 
is the composite 
168 
and similar for the last 
In Section 5, we ·will 
mtn'lber of K-isomorphism classes 
KEISUKE ARAl 
bound for except a 
3. Moduli of Ql\1-abelian surfaces 
Let 
-)> 
be the contravariant functor defined as follows: 
( 1) Fbr any scheme S over 
= 
For any morphism of schemes f : -18 over Q, 
; [(A, 
V\T~here tb~e last ~~i" is the 
canonical F' "! 
,. ~-'D.US' 
i) over S}. 
xs , i)] 
xs 
The functor has a coarse moduli scheme xR over Q. The scheme xR is 
a proper smooth curve with constant field Q, called a Shimura curve 
be the genus of For a p, put 
! 1 if p 1 mod 4, ~ -I -1\ ( --·- l ·- -1 ifp -1 mod 4, --\ ZJ / I 
1, 0 if ZJ = 2, 
# 
I 1 if p 
-
1 mod 3, 




'• p J 
• c ') 
. , lip== ,. _ __! • 
Lemma 3.1. 2,, We have 
1 ( . I 1' ' ( .. ,. 1 - /- \ 1 . 
=1+--=--II· (p-.~.)--nil-~-J)-;;IJl-12 .l!. 4.. \ \ p 0 ~ 




In particular, gR = 0 if and 
{14,15, 33,34,46}. 
if dE 1 if and only if d E 
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Faltings the celebrated theorem known as Mordell's 
Theorem 3.2, Theorem Lei K be a number, field and X be a proper 





::: 2, then there are 
§ 4, Twists and Galois images 
\Vhen ::?:: 2, we show Theorem 2.3 by the of twists. 
Lemma 4,1, Let k be a of characteristic 0, and (A, i), (A', 
be qM-abelian ~<'ll.'fTfi.l'?'g .'<HT'IST'II't.'fln i) and then 
there e:xists a < 2 such i) aTe L-
Put }/ k-isomorphism, where 11 , i'') is a 
(2,1) and isomorphic to i) over k. Then we have a 
natural inclusion , Aut(A, . This map is defined as follows. 
Take a k-isomorphism ¢ -+ i). Let ~ --+ Aut( A, i) be the map 







i) :2 {±1} is obvious. To see 
i) ~ n (center of Q<l 
i) = {±1}, on which Gk acts trivially. Hence >ve 
~ / x ]2; (~:a H ++ m. This 
Lei n::?:: 
and H 1 
rr1)fk. CJ 
=>1+ 
Det H be a subgmup 
GL2 (Zp) which i.s 
Corollary 4.3. 
oveT K with the 
Let K be a nnrnber and (A, i) be a sw:face 
'"''"'"'Pr n depending on 
w''"'''"'u'. smjace (A', i') oveT 
Then theTe e:t"ists a 
p,K,R 
K that ·is K i) (such an automatically satisfies we have 
K,p(GK) 2 1 + pnM2(Zp)· 
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Combining Lemma 4.1, 4.2 and Theorem 2.2, we 
By Corollary 3.3 and 4.3, we the following. 
Proposition 4.4, 
§ 5. Effective version 
We an effective version of Theorem 
tions. Vle use the following conventions: 
a prirne p not 
·- '71 X 
.--- f!.,p , 
1 + := GL2 
1 + (Z/p7l) := GL2 (Z/p7l). 
~ 1, so that dE {6, 




(A, i) over 
K with classes , we have 
Let n(R,p) > 0 be the 
) (1 _, pni';r ('77 )1det=l 
::::: ~- r -- 1V.i.2 !Lip J • 
minim-um n 
estimated as When d = 6_, we have 
r~ ifv = 5., 1 ~fp = 7, 
\ < 1 ifp = 11, 
I =1 ·r 
l=o 
ZJP = 
if 1J ~ 17. 
\ 
When d = we have 
f / 9 if p = 3, ~0
l=~ if p = 7, ;f '> 11 ' p :::_ . 
When d = 22, we have 
( 
·if p = 3, ~~2 
n(R, '< 1 ifp = 5, l: 0 ifp ~ 7. 
Then p) zs 
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When dE {14, 21, 33, 
When d = 15, we have 




ifp = 2, 
?:: 5. 
( < 5 ifp = 2, l : 0 if p ?:: 7. 
171 
To deduce from Theorem 5.1, we use the following. 
([A}, 2. 7) Let H c;;;; GL2 be a closed and 
n, ?:: 0 be r > 2 if p = 2. H :J 
d t( U) - 1 _j 7''77 t' u -, 1 e .. :~. . d _ ,- p !Lip, nen n ='- _ + 
Theorem 5.1 Lemma l'i.2 imply Theorern 2.3 
§ 6. Lev·el structure on QM-abelian surfaces 
To construct a curve with genus at least 2, we introduce a level structure on a 
surface. 
Definition fL L [Bu], Definition 1.1, Take an integer N ?:: 1 
to d. Let S be a scheme over Q and i) be a QM -abelian surface over S. A_ level 
N-structure on (A, i) is an of S-group schemes 
w-hich is with the action of R. 
e.:; 
----~ 
Take two Qrv1-abelian surfaces with level N-structure (A, i, ~y), 
(A, i, ~y) and , i 1, ~') are isomorphic if there 
QM-a.belian surfaces and the is 
(A',i 1,?y1). We say 
i) rv of 
Let be the moduli scheme over Q associated to the contravariant functor 
-1- (Sets) 
defined as follows: 
(1) For any scheme S over Q, 
MR(N)(S) = {isomorphisrn classes of (A, 'i, }, 
172 KBISUKE ARAI 
(A, i) is a QM-abelian over Sand "fa level N-structure on it. 
of schemes f: -~> S over Q, 
·-> 
Then is a proper smooth curve vvith constant field To see first 
we define a morphism 
suppose N is odd. Take an element c~ E such that = -d (such an 
-1\ . h J v1a t e 
0 I 
element exists). 'vVe may assume C:¥ E R and a maps to 
R 
where L is 
. Let * : Q -. -> Q be the involution defined 
R. For any 
puu:uu"''"·'u.u .>- : A --+ AV 
A ------+ AV 
j_i(-r*) Ji(T)v 
A~ 
Let e1v : X [N] --t f.kN be the Weil and define a pairing ( , ) : 
A[N] X 
non--degenerate and satisfies 
level N -structure ·r on 
"Y· Define a 
Then ( , ) is bilinear, alternating, 
for every T E R , p.592). Take a 
~ R ®z !Z/NZ ~ using 
1\j ')· . 
0 J 
I r 
(}:\ i cy) \ -J ~ 
Note that ) /-iN. In fact, we have hence 
= 0 for any u, v E Z/NZ. ( , ) is •lternating, \ I = o\) 0) 
I 
0. As ( , ) is non-degenerate, ( must f.hN. 
\ 
Next consider the C-valued (N) (ef. [Be], §3, §4, . Put 
lHI := {z E C\Imz > 0} and writ2 SRx := {c E R!Nrd(c) = where Nrd is the reduced 
norm. We have an isomorphism of complex manifolds 
Homspec(Q) (Spec( C), 
and the set of connected components of this manifold is identified with (Z/ NZ) x via 
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determinant. We also have 
Homspec(Q(t,N )) (Spec( C), 
w·here := {c E ic = 1 mod 
Q((N) because 8Rx(N)\IHI is connected. 
Put 
Therefore the constant field 
G:= (7!./NZ) ~ (R®zZ/NZ)x. 
Vve have a action of G on XR(N) : 
173 
XR(N) is 
where (A, i) is a 1 a level N -structure on i) and g E G. For a 
1:-I ~ 
Xfj := XR(N)jH. 
Then X Ji is a proper smooth curve with constant field Let be the genus of 
Xf}. 
Lemma 6,2. 
many .l< -isomorphism classes 
;::: 2, then there an:; 
i) over l{ with 
is contained in H. 
The genus 
For a E (Z) or 
where 
gR. Put 
/ 1 1 I -
,T := \-1 
\ 
E 
we also use the same letter to denote the reduction of a. Put 
== Fix~~- := {gH E: 
1 
= 1 + - l)11,H· +-
' - 4 
. 1 1 
= 1 + (gR - l + -r + 4 3 





p J ' 
: (8Rii, --1)/{±1}]. 
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vVe show the formula over C. We call c E 'an elliptic element if 
ITr(c)i < 2, where Tr is the reduced trace. For a subgroup U ~ SRx, a point z E lEI is 
called an elliptic of U if there exists an element c E U such that = z. 
Py ·~b1 'rlQ c·r" l<>JJ0'1U'>ge n•p sonoothrJerl C"ll "' r··n UT'\lEI. <>n i.·r'~ l"t, J,..,:~ 1-~..., D u• J,ov oJ ~ "<:> v• , v> ~ '· -••""'"''. ,;; •'-" _ •• f, • ~~- _ " ~~ .11<:> 
image of an elliptic point on lEI of U. It is known that r s) is the number of elliptic 
points of order 2 (resp. 3) on \lffi. The index f-.LH is the map 
¢ : SR~1 \H---+ \H, because the group of all holomorphic 
SL2 (R)/{~U}. 'Ne show l/2 is the number of elliptic of order 2 (resp. 
3) on SR~\lEll. Let P1, ... , 
3) on 8Rx \IHL We have a 
be the elliptic 
of order 2 of 
= llf elliptic of order 2 of above P;} 
·i=l 
of order 2 of } 
Let E lffi be a liH of Pi. Choose a generator ai of the cyclic group 
{elliptic of order 2 of 8 above } 
E SR'Jr}/SR'i£: 
lS 
elliptic points of order 2 SRi£ above Pi} 
gE ~ SiRX 'ljSRX t::: '1-I J , "H· 
The mod N map induces a bijection 
we have 
{elliptic points of order 2 on SRi£ \H} 
=SR;:r \ {elliptic points of order 2 of 
r 
of order 2 
= ll SR'{{ \ {elliptic points of order 2 of above Pi} 
i=l 
·r 
S=! IJ Fixa;. 
i=l 
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Thus v2 is the number of points of order 2 on since CTi is conjugate to 
a in G. The assertion for v3 is verified in the same ··.vay. 
Applying Hurwitz' formula to the map¢, we have 
+ (ex - 1) + - 1) 
Let P E \lHI 
- 1) = 0 + (e- 1 )b = e-l 
' e 
Note that if H contains --1, then f-LH = [G: H]. 
§ r= (. Conjugate elements in SL2 
\life refer to the results of in order to estim.ate the genus 
Lemm.a 7.1. ([A}, Lemma 2. 
H contains SL2 (Zp) ~f and H mod contains 
Assume p 2: 5. Then H contains SL2(Zp) ~f and if H mod p contains SL2 (Z/pZ). 
Lernm.a. 7. 2. be an p = 2, assmne 
n 2: 2. Let H be a closed Then H contains 1 + 
(resp. (1 + 
(resp. (1 + 
Definition '7.3. 
SL2 be a 
N. ote that a slim 
Consider subgroups 
conju;~ate to { } ; 
pn+l c:onl:ains 1 + 
; Definition 3.7) Let n 2: 1 be an and II C 
We call H a slim if 
H j) (1 r- - + 
of SL2 (Z/pZ) is a proper subgroup. 
of GL2 (Z/pZ). A Borel subgroup is a subgroup which is 
the normalizer of a Cartan subgroup is conjugate to 
176 KE!SUKE ARAI 
J (* 




is a fixed element. Assume p 2.:: 5. 
a subgroup which is isomorphic to 
and only if p :::;;;: 0, ±1 mod 5, Take a 
to p. Vve call H an 
E X \ 0)} 1, where,\ E ) 
quotient group PGL2 (Z/pZ) of GL2(ZjpZ) has 
· it has a which is isomorphic to A5 if 
hcn·m1n .H (of GL2 ( Z/ pZ)) whose order is prime 
if it is the inverse of a 
is isomorphic to A4, 84 or A5 by the natural 
Put 
E:= 
Proposition '7 .4. 
to B,C or D. 
·~ n SL2(ZjpZ), 
} 
r. X y \ } 1"1 s·• 
' ' I LJ2 \ -,\y -;c I 
\ ' 
Let H be a maximal 
to B, D or E. 
of SL2 
= 3, then I-I is 
V..!e review the number of elements conjugate to a, r in the maximal 
C, D, E of SL2 (Z/pZ). 
Lemma 7,5. Lemma 4. In SL2(ZjpZ), the number of elements conjugate 
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•J: - 1 mod t:l. ZJ p = ~, 
i.f 
--· 
-1 mod Ll 
ll 
"J "j 
ifp = 2. 
r 1 mod " ·-- "' ) 0 ifp -1 mod 3, 
' 
-·· l
t 1 ifp = 3. 1. 
+ 1 if p = 1 mod 4, 
J 2 ff p = 1 mod 3, 
-~ 0 if p ¥= 1 rnod 3. 
~ ... 
+ 1 i.f p = 1 mod 4, 
+3 = -J mod 4, 
( 
I 0 if p == 3 or p = 1 :mod 3, 
- ' \l2 ~~ p 2: 5 and p = -1 mod 3. 
= ±1 mod 5, 
if p 2 5 and p 'I= ±1 mod 5. 
ifp = ±1 mod 5, 
ifp 2: 5 and p 'I= ±1 mod 5. 
177 
Nuw we receJl maxhnal subgroups of SL2 whose image mod2 is SL2 (Z/2Z). 
Lemm.a 7J:3. ([A}, Lemma 4. 1) Let A s:;; 
S'Urne A maps mocl2 onto 
\;Ve review the number of elemfmts 
f77j"''77) 
\ (L{ ""'!Ld 0 
1 
be a proper· 
Then A is conjztgate f.;o 





Lemma '1, 7. ([A}, Lernma 4. In SL2 (Z/4Z), we have 
tiA1 !I Conj = 3, 
II (r) = 2. 
\ll!e revie'ii7 the number elements to a, 1 in SL2 
Lemma 7.8. ([A' 1 L"·n··mct r: T.p} en '> 1 bP. a•,n ,;.,.,tea"'r. l'n ~L~ 2 
. 1 C 11/1 " U. ~--v '" , . - •v "'" ~v ~ 
r 
! 




1 tl, 92n-2 
\_ .• d 
~fp = 1 mod 4, 
if p = --1 mod 4, 
if p = 2 and n = 1, 
if p = 2 and n ;:::: 2, 
ifp = 1 mod 3, 
ifp = -1 mod 3, 
'Zfp=a. 
we 
\¥e control the number of elements to cr, T contained in a slim subgroup. 
Let n ;:::: 1 be an integer and let H be a subgroup 
1:::; i:::; n, 
H. · ·- II n ('l _j_ 1,·- · ··I (Zjpn'll)) = Ker (modp'i: H--+ 
We with H mod 
For p ;:::: :3, define a sequence { 
:= 2p2(n-1) + 
as follows: 
- 1) 
where n = 2l or 2l + 1. For p;:::: 5, define a sequence { P)n}n>2 by 
For an 
Proposition 7.9. 
H <,:;; SL2 (Z/pnz) be a sZ.im 
6. 9, 6.1 0) Let n ;:::: 2 be an integeT and let 
then we have 
~H n Conj < - 2). 
If p 2:: 5, then we have 
UH n Conj{r):::; a(r, (r)-2). 
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Define a sequence { a(r, }n2:2 as follows: 
if n = 2, 
0 sn if n = 2l 2:: 4, 
o 3n if n = 2l + 1. 
Proposition 7.10, 
be a slim -''n."""""''·'-'" 
n 
Define a sequence 
J - 5) · 2n+l if n = 
l - n , if n :.-:: 2zt - 1, 
" 
Proposition 7.11. 6.1 Let n 2:: 5 be an and let H <;;;;; 
be a slim s1tbgroup. Then ·we have 
( r) ::::; + 2n-2 - 8). 
§ 8, Proof of the effective version 
For each d and p, we find a suitable n and show > 2 for any slim subgroup 
H <;;;;; SL2 H 3 , and prove Theorem 5.1. 
d = 6. If H contains -1, then 
Lermna 6.3. Put 
An easy group 
1 
=1+-[G: 6 
(cf [A] Lemma 
9 ~Fix17 ~FixT \ 
-· u--- - 4~-----=- ) [G:H] '[G:H]; 
shows 
0 = 1 _ 3 ~H 11 c~~j((T) __ 4 ~H n . ,(r) 
~ConJ l a) ~ConJ ( r) 
Now we find a suitable nand show 8 > 0 for any slim 
Proposition 8.1. 
have 6 > 0. 
Assume p 2:: 17. For any slim 
180 I(.EISUKE ARA! 
Proof. In SL2 (Z/pZ), we have ~Conj(o-) ;::: (p- l)p and UConj(1·) ;::: (p-
Lemma 7.8. Suppose H ~B. Lemma 7.5 shows ~Hrl < and ~Hn 
2p. Therefore 3;::: 1- 3 · - 4 · _E::_ = r- 15 > 0 (p·-l)p p-1 . 
Next suppose H ~ or E. Lemma 7.5 shows UH n Conj(a) < and !I 
( r) < 2p. The calculation in the case H ~ B shows 15 > 0. D 
Proposition 8.2. Assume p = 13. Take a slim 
H is con.tained 'in D or E, i:hen {j > 0. 
In 
fjuppose H;;:: E. Lemma 7.5 show·s ~HI1 
0 2:: 1 - 3 · 1I-~s ~- 4 · 14~13 = > CL 
( 1') = 14. 13 Lemma 7.8. 
:::; 18 and !1 Conj ( r) :::; 8. 'I'herefore 
Next suppose H ~ C or D. Lernma 7.5 shows 11 < 14 < 18 and 
~H n Conj(r) :::; 2 < 8. The calculation in the case H;;:: E shows 15 > 0. D 
p = 13. Take a slim 
H / H1 is contained in B, then o > 0. 
(a) = (r) = 14 · 133 by Lemma 7.8. 
we have ~B rl (cT) = ~B ll (r) = 26. 
By Proposition 7.9, n Conj(a) :::; a(o·, 13):;:: + 13(26 - and 
tiHn < + 13(26 -- 2) = 50· 1:3. Therefore o 2:: 1- 3 · -4· 
> 0. D 
Proposition 8.4. p = ll. Take a slim (Z/ll::Z). 
I-I is contained in C or 
In SL2(Zjll::Z), we have (cr) = (r) = llO Lemma '7.8. 
"""'
0
·"""""' H c;;; D. Lemma 7.5 shows ~H n Conj(cr) ::; 14 and pH n (r) :::; 2. 
Therefore 5;::: 1- 3 · - 4 · = > 0. 
Next suppose H t;;; B or C. Lemma 7.5 shows n < 10 < 14 and 
D 
Proposition 8,5. 
H/H1 is contained in E, then 6 > 0. 
In 2Z), -vve have (cr) = (r) = 10 · 113 Lemma 7.8. 
Lemma '7.5 shows that in SL2 'Ne have ~EnConj(a) :::; 30 and ~EnConj(-r) :::; 20. 
By Proposition 7.9, rl Conj :::; a(O', 11)2 + 11(30 -- 2) = 50· 11 and 
~H n (-r) ::; + 11(20- 2) = 40 ·11. Therefore 6 2:: 1-3. {g·N3 -4. l~O·N3 = 
> 0. D 
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Proposition 8,6, k~surne p = 7. Take a slim. :<nL,,.,.._,.,,,." H ~ (76/776). If H 
iB contained inC' or D, then o > 0. 
Pmof. In SL2 (76/776)., we have ~Conj = 42 
Suppose H ~ C. Lemma 7.5 shows ~H n Conj 
Therefore 6 2': 1 - 3 · ,f2 - 4 · i6 ,-~ ~ > 0. 
= 56 Lemma '7'.8. 
6 and UH n (T) ::; 2. 
Next suppose H ~ D .. Lemma 7.5 shows ~H 11 (o) ::; 10 and =0. 
Therefore o 2': 1 - 3 · - 4 · 0 = ~ > 0. 0 
7.8 . 
P:ropositl.on 8.7. 
1 ·is contained 
, we have = 6 · i 1 and 
. "<nnn,.\,, HjH1 ~B. Lerm:na '(.5 shows that in 
= 8· Lemma 
0 and = 14. Thus r1 
vve have 
0. By Proposition 
n 7)2 + - 2) = 26. 7. Therefore a 2': 1 - 3 · 0 - 4 · ~ 6,.;I = > 0. ~· ( 
Next suppose H/H1 c;;.; E. Leinma 75 shows that in SL2 (Z/7Z) we have ~E 11 
::; 18 and n ::; 8. By 7 we have ~H n (a) ::; 
2) - 30· ~1 • H rr 2) "0 '"' Tl f + - · 1 and JD n + ···· · = ;;, · 1 • .. 1.ere ore 
0 
H 
is contained in C', then (j > 0. 
\Ve have 
Therefore o 2': 1 -· 3 · ·- 4. 0 = ~ > 0. 
PK"opositiou 8,9, As.nnne p = 5. Take a slim 
H/ H1 is contained in B or then o > 0. 
7.8. 
c;;.; B. Lemma. 7.5 shows thEit in SL2 
(T) = 0. 
0 
Lemma 
10 and ~B n Thus n Conj(r) = 0. 7.9, we have 
rtH n Conj(a)::; a( a, + = 90. Therefore !52': 1 - 3 · 69~3 -4 · 0 = ~~ > 0. 
Next suppose H/ H1 c;;.; D. Lemma 7.5 shows that in (Z/576) we have r1 
Conj(cr) = 6 and ~D n (-r) = 2. 7.9, we have pH r1 Conj < 
+ - 2) = 70 and ~H n 5)2 + 5(2- 2) = 50. Therefore 
b 2': 1 _, 3. (:~J - 4. 4,5~3 = > 0. 0 
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Proposition 8.10. p = 5. Take a slim subgroup H s;,;; SL2 (Z/5az). If 
In SLz(Z/53£:), we have = 6 · and (r) = 4 · 
7.8. Lemma 7.5 shmvs that in we have ~EnConj(a) :::; 18 and 
8. By 
~Hn 
36 " 0 125 / j, 
n Conj (a) :::; a( cr, + and 
+ 52 ('" - 'J\J = ~=in · :;z Therefor<' 8 > 1 - '< · 66 ·52 -- 4 . §2: 52 = Q &l. U" ~ e - • '-' ~- U 6·55 - 4•5f::i 
of Theorem 5.1 when d = 6) Put 
,, \. ·--- f ~ ~'I .-l~ 
Lv,_··o.·"'"'"·"'u surface over K 
ifp = 5, 
if p E 
if p :2:: 17. 
By Lemma '{.1 and 7.2, we have 
. (More vre should replace 
0 
to the shape of Replacing J( ), we 
may assume P(A;i)/K,pn'(R,p)+l s;,;; SL2 . vVe may also assume that 
( G K) is contained in a slirn 
we know that there are 
h<>1·r.>t,-,,.."' n(R, :s; n'(R,p). 
for p p = 7, resp. p to see 
g R. -- gR -- ·1 (·r·e"p gR. - ., re"p QR -- l') '"l·1er·e 7' - 1 n--- v~- - _ ,u~ •. B J_ 5 __ ,cl ~,....B- v~~ . v ~· 
d = 10. If H contains -1, then 
Lemma 6.3. Put 
0 ·= l _A. ~FixT = 1 _ 4UH n Conj(r) 
· ~ [G: H] -- tiConj(r) 
Proposition 8.11. 
have 8 > 0. 
In SL2(ZjpZ), we have UConj(r) 2:: (p- l)p Lemma 7.8. 
(Z/pZ), we 
Suppose H ~B. Lemma 7.5 shows UHnConj :::; 2p. Therefore o :2:: 1--4· (p~\)P = 
p-9 > 0. 
p-1 
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Next suppose H <;;:: D or E. Lemma 7.5 shows ~HnConj(r) < 2p. The calculation 
in the case H <;;:: B shows 8 > 0. D 
Proposition 8.12. Assume p = 7. Take a slim 
H is contained in C, D o·r then c) > 0. 
In SL2 (Z/7Z), we have ~Conj(r) = 5t'l Lemma 7.8. Since H <;;:: D or 
E, Lemma 7.5 shows ~H n Conj(r):::; 8. 8 2: 1-4 · 5"6 = ~ > 0. D 
ro:posrt.Ro:n 8.13. p = 7. Take a slim 
in B, then a> 0. 
, we have qConj(r) = 8 · by Lemma 7.8. Lemrna 7.5 
we have ~B rl Conj = 14. we have 
n + 7(14 -- 2) = 26 · '7. Therefore o 2: 1 - 4 · ~67I = ~g > 0. D 
Proposition 8.14. 




Cased= 22. If H contains -1, then 
1 
= 1 + (; : H] 
Lemma 6.3. Put 
(r) = 4 · Lemma 7.8. 
_ 'J Wi:;;:a _ 8 ~Fix7 \ 
'-'[G:H] [G:H]) 
. uH n Conj(a) _ rl (7-) 
-3 
-8-----. ~Conj (a) ~Conj ( r) 
Proposition 8.15. 
have 8 > 0. 
p 2: 7. FoT any sZ.irn 
D 
In SL2(ZjpZ), we have (a) 2:: (p -- l)p and ~Conj(r) 2: (p- l)p by 
Lemma 7.8. 
Suppose H <;;:: B. Lemma 7.5 shows ~H n :::; 2p and UH n Conj('r) :::; 
Th . £ l' ., " 3 2-p 8 ~ 'J' ereJ.ore u :::.=: '-'- • (p--l)p - · (p-l)p = > 1 • 
Next suppose H <;;-;Cor D. Lemma 7.5 shows UHnConj(a) < and ~HnConj(r) < 
The calculation in the case H <;;-; B shows 15 > 0. 
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suppose H r;;:: E. Lemma 7.5 shows 
20. Therefore 8 > 5 - 3 · ~'4- - 8 · 
n Conj(o-) s 30 and UH n < 
- (p-l;p 
-- n · (p-l)p-50 '> 0 1'f' p > 8 W'h"'n ~ (p-l)p ~ , - • ·~ 
p = 7, v<Te have ~H II Conj(cr) S 18 and n (r) s 8 by Lemma 7.5. Thus 
Cl 
Plroposith:m 8.16, p = [;, Take a slim subgroup H t;;:: (Z/5Z). 
H is contained in B, C or D, then 15 > 0. 
In SL2(Z/5Z), we have 3\) d ( ) ')0 b ~ ~ "' 0 = ·' an \r = "". y Lmn1nc. 1.o. 
""',,.,.."'""" H C:::. B. n Conj < 10 and n (r) = 0. 
Therefore 8 ~ 5 - 3 · -8.0 = 4 > 0. 
Next suppose H C:::. • Lemma 7.5 shows ( cr) S 6 < 10 and 
0. The calculation in the case TI c;:; B shovvs o > 0. 
suppose H C:::. D. Lemrna 7.5 shmvs 
T ' f'' c ' to: •:> 6 8 ., 18 " 
· nere ore o i': J - oJJ • 30 - · 2( 1 = 5 > U · 
P:r.oposition 8.17'. 
H / H 1 is contained in 
In SL2 
Assume p = 5. 'Ihke a slim 
!j > 0. 
7.8. Lemma 7.5 shows that in SL2 
Proposition I~Ll§, 
have 6 > 0. 
we have 
S 6 and ~Hil 





= 4. "' 3 Ther·efore 8 > ':1- 'L 22 '32 _g, = lQ ·> 0 D 





----- -L4s [G:H] I 
__ ._r_1 _J.o) \I . +4s ~Cor~j( cr) ; 
If H contains - we 
from Lemma 6,3. Thus we have gfi ~ 2 if at least one of the following two conditions 
is satisfied: 
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a > 0 and Cl '( ' n ,onJ a) < 
The values ofT, s depending on dare as 
d T s 
·----·-~-
14 2 0 
15 0 2 
21 4 0 
I)'J 
chi 4 2 
34 0 4 
46 2 4 
Note that in any case we have s) # 0). 
Pt-opositkm 8.Hl. 
have li > 0. 
Assttme p ~ 5. For any slim 
± and ~Conj(r) = (p ± 
Suppose H S::.; B, Cor D. Lemma 7.5 shows ~lr n < < AH n (r) :::; 2p < ('r). Therefore ~ 2. 
Next suppose H <;;;;;E. Lemma 7.5 shows 
~I-I rl / J3o < <, I 1s < \ 
if p ~ '7, 
ifp==5~ 
and 





Proposition 8t:20. ilssnme p ::-.;; 3. 1.r,'o'r any slim 





In SL2 , we have = 54 and UConj ( r) = 36 Lemma 7.8, 
Similarly ~SL2(Z/3Z) n Conj n Conj(r) = L1. By Proposition 
7.9, we have ~H n (a) :::; a( a, 3)2 + - 2) = 30 < Proposition 7.10, 
we have n Conj(r):::; 3) 2 + 3(4- 1) = 18 < (r). Therefore ~ 2. 0 
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Proposition 8.21. 
H ·is contained in B, then 
In 
Lemma 7.5 shows 
(Z/2Z), we have ~Conj(cr) = :3 and ~Conj(r) = 2 Lemma 7.8. 
n < 1 < (a) and n Conj = 0 < 
hPTP'i'n'l'·<' gR ', <> 
. H:::::. ,c,, 
Proposition 8.22, 
thenaR> 2. 
,y J:t -~~ 
, we have = 6 and 
Lemma'? we may assmne H ~ A1 . 
and uH n Conj (T) ::; 2 < (r) Therefore gJJ 2: 2. 
Proposition ~L28. Assume p = 2 and d E 
(Z/2Z). H is conto:ined in F, then 2: 2. 
H~ 
Lemma 7.8. 
::; 3 < ~Conj 
Ta,A:e a slirn 
0 
0 
In SL2 (Z/2Z), vve have (cr) 
~HnConj = 0 < dE {21, 
3 by Lemma 7.8. We can easily see 
we haver> 0. Therefore > 2. 0 
Pr.opositio:n 8.2.:;t p "'-" 2 and d = 15. Take a slirn 
SL2 . If H/ H1 is contained in F, then 2: 2. 






This completes the of Theorem 5.1. When p = 2, a slight difierence occurs 
between the power of 2 in Pronn<>, 8.21-8.24 and 2) in Theorem 5.1. See [A], 
proof of Proposition 3.8 for 
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